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In our paper entitled ‘‘Multiparameter actuation for shape control of bistable composite plates’’ we found somemistakes in Eqs. (12) and
(16) and Remark 3.2. In particular, Eqs. (12) should be changed into:





ðKy;HyÞ ¼ R0ðky; kRyÞ; ð12bÞ





Also Eq. (16) needs a typo correction in the expression of the parameter c; the corrected form reads:
l ¼ mﬃﬃﬃ
b





Finally the ﬁrst sentence in Remark 3.2 should read as:
Remark 3.2. For isotropic plates the shear stiffness is not a free parameter as c equals the critical value (1  l)/2; hence the critical points
Q and P+ coincide.
Since we assumed b = 1, the error in Eqs. (12) does not imply any correction on all the subsequent analysis.0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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